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EDITORIAL
Written by Nadja Frercksen.

Dear Reader,
We are happy to give you an overview about the
latest progresses and developments of PROJECT-E and
its project in this Annual Report of the year 2016.
2016 was an important year for us, as we were able to
establish a consistent working routine in our Hospitality
Institute in Ayat, Addis Ababa. Furthermore, we selected and integrated a new year of twenty young students in autumn who will benefit from a continuously
revised curriculum, special extra-curricular activities
and mentoring of the first-year students. We are not
only constantly developing our own project, but also
expanding our expert network on the ground by reaching out to other non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), hotels and hotel schools for collaboration.
This annual report will give you some background in-

formation about the on-going work in our Hospitality
Institute, current challenges, and prospects for the
upcoming year. Furthermore, it will give you some insight into our cooperations with businesses, high-class
hotels and external visitors that provide our students
with enormous practical knowledge and training.
The steadily growing European team of PROJECT-E has
been equally eager to improve its management,
communication, and fundraising techniques.
We would like to thank you for your constant support
and loyalty for our projects and hope you enjoy reading this Annual Report of 2016!

Nadja Frercksen
Management Board
Moritz Kolbe
Management Board
Sena Kinati
Country Representative

INTRODUCTION

Written by Nadja Frercksen.

Our long-standing commitment to women empowerment through education finds expression in our Hospitality Institute that trains twenty young women from
underprivileged backgrounds each year. As students
and recent graduates from all over Europe, we approach our long-term goal of sustainable development by offering these women the possibility to live
an independent and self-determined life. We are
constantly reassessing our project through the lens of
our guiding principles, market orientation and sustainability, and monitoring developments in Ethiopia’s
ever-growing hospitality sector.

the school year, and scheduling external visits from
relevant companies and organisations.
Last year, we were able to expand our staff, recruiting only employees with Ethiopian origins and who
strongly identify with our long-term sustainability goal.
We can proudly announce that our new country representative, who will represent a key link between
the European and Ethiopian teams of PROJECT-E, has
grown up in Australia but comes from Ethiopia (see
more details on page XX). We are certain that we
will have a fruitful collaboration with her as she shares
our general aim of anchoring our project approach
in the Ethiopian education sector.

We guarantee a market-oriented training that fits local requirements through closely cooperating with
high-class hotels, arranging internships three times in
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

ACCREDITATION
OF THE HOSPITALITY
INSTITUTE

Written by Livia Röthlisberger.

From the very beginning of the project, our organization was always convinced of the necessityto work
towards a governmental accreditation of the hospitality institute. Not only do thegraduate students benefit in their future job search from an officially approved certificate, but theaccreditation also increases
the reputation of our college and supports us in our
networkingactivities.

lated training areas. The visit was successful and our
institute got registered.
In July 2016, after more than 90% of the students
passed the COC exam in their first attempt, we called
again for the officials to come and observe the college and validate the results of our students. Without
further investigation from the sides of the officials, we
received theaccreditation a few weeks later.

The accreditation process of a college in Ethiopia
usually consists of two steps: First, the college has to
be registered and then, after the students pass the
governmental exams, it can receive the accreditation. We therefore applied to be registered as a
college, providing professional education in hotel
operations level one, back in 2015 before the official
start of our courses. Several officials from the Federal
TVET Agency visited our college, controlled our teaching material and the qualifications of our teachers.
Furthermore, they observed the organization of the
administrative offices, the space committed to the
teaching sessions as well as the facilities of our simu-

While we were still celebrating the successful accreditation of level one during the summer break, the
team in Addis already started the preparations for the
registration process of level two. Again, we are expecting in the second half of 2016 to welcome visitors
of the Federal TVET Agency to control teaching and
learning materials for level two. We are convinced
that with the knowledge from the previous time the
process will be as successful as the one for level one!
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

SEARCH FOR A NEW
COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVE
Written by Moritz Kolbe

After two and a half years of working for the organisation in Addis Ababa our Country Representative, Livia
Roethlisberger, left PROJECT-E in March to pursue her
Masters studies at university. Livia was an extraordinary character full of motivation and love for Ethiopia
who helped us all grow and had an outstanding impact on the organisation’s development. To all of us
it was clear, that she would be very hard to replace.

related tasks which they had to solve within a week.
During a second interview, we discussed the applicants’ solutions to the tasks but also tested them
with other problem solving questions. The goal was
to establish further insight into the applicants’ logical
thinking skills, their ability to be spontaneously creative and to see how convincing they could be during
a discussion.

The position of the Country Representative is possibly
the most important one in the whole organisation
which is why there was a rather high pressure to find a
suitable successor. Therefore, we started the recruitment process in summer 2016 already and eventually
found someone perfect for the position five months later.

Finally, we chose Sena Kinati to be PROJECT-E’s new
Country Representative. Sena grew up in Australia while having Ethiopian roots and speaking fluent
Amharic which is a great asset for daily business in
Addis Ababa. Her professional experience in the
non-profit sector in combination with a distinct assertiveness and a sympathetic character highly qualify her for the position. She started her job the 6th of
January at the Strategy Weekend in Vienna, meeting the European team and flying to Addis Ababa
straight after. There she had one and a half months
of training on the job with Livia to ensure a proper
handover of the responsibilities. Now she is already
working independently and doing a great job so far.

The recruiting started end of August with an official
call for application and one and a half months time
until the deadline. By mid-October there had been
over 230 applicants from around the world of which
we invited 30 to a Skype-interview. This was especially
interesting for our recruitment team, as the extremely
international base of applicants made for interesting
and diverse conversations.
After several weeks of interviews, we chose nine applicants to be sent financial and strategic planning
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WAITER COMPETITION
Written by Nadja Frercksen / Rediet Abebe.

PROJECT-E Student Wins Waiter’s Competition
The final of the fourth Ethio-WAITERs competition and
festival was held on August 25, 2016 at the Eliana Hotel in Piassa and grants an award to the best Ethiopian waiter or waitress. Three students from PROJECT-E,
Selamawit, Yemisirach and Geremech, took part
in the final competition consisting of twenty candidates. 150 participants had initially signed up for the
competition; however, the number was narrowed
down to twenty after a six-week-long training and selection process. The stakes were high for the contestants, as the grand prize was a scholarship to study at
the Ibex College or Damat College in Addis Ababa.
The students of PROJECT-E were standing out from the
beginning of the competition as they were the only
ones dressed in appropriate waitress’s uniform and a
waiter’s cloth.

ning contestants. The girls breezed through the next
stage, which tested their theoretical knowledge of
the food and beverage service, and made it to the
top six. During this stage, all of the finalists and the PROJECT-E team were excited when it was revealed that
all the top six finalists would receive the scholarships.
When the competition neared its end, all top six, including our two students, had already acquired the
prize, although they still had to exhibit their abilities of
properly setting a dining table to pass on to the top
three.

The candidates were judged based on self-expression, confidence, and grooming as well as on their
knowledge and skills in the food and beverage service. During the first stage, the students of PROJECT-E
expressed themselves exquisitely, and two of them,
Selamawit and Geremech, werethus able to pass on
to the next competition level along with ten remai-

We are extremely proud of her achievement and of
the achievements of our other two students. Next to
experienced waiters and restaurant personnel, the
three delivered an impressive performance all the
way to the final round of the competition!

The judges took a few minutes to deliberate on who
would be the winner and finally revealed that it was
indeed our own Selamawit who won the competition.
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Students taking part in Waiter Competition - August 2016
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SELECTION PROCESS
Written by Nadja Frercksen / Rediet Abebe.

Recruiting Our New Student - A Though Selection Process
An important milestone of PROJECT-E’s Hospitality Institute was reached on October 7 with the culmination
of the selection process for twenty new students for
the next academic year coming to an end. The recruitment process was rigorous and employed many
mechanisms to pick the most deserving applicants.
The selection mechanisms were based on prerequisites that were set out by PROJECT-E for prospective applicants. The basic conditions for all applicants were:
being 18 years or older,having a GPA of 2.00 or higher
in their high school exams, coming from a low economic background and, most importantly, being female. Although not all sub-cities and approached organizations sent a satisfactory number of applicants;
the ones that responded sent an adequate number
of girls.

exam. Based on their exam results, 50 were chosen
for interviews and after three days of challenging interview sessions, 28 students were again selected for
home visits to assess their living conditions, economic status and family support. Once the home visits
were completed, 20 girls were ultimately appointed
as new students of PROJECT-E’s Hospitality Institute. The
students were notified of their acceptance via telephone and invited to a welcome and information
ceremony with their parents or guardians at the Hospitality Institute on October 7.
During the ceremony, the students as well as the
parents and guardians were given a briefing on PROJECT-E and introduced to the staff and second year
students. After all comments and questions were
addressed, agreement forms were presented and
signed by the students as well as their parents and
guardians. Subsequently, the new students were warmly welcomed into the PROJECT-E family. It is our hope
that they become knowledgeable and profit from
their two-year stay here with PROJECT-E. We cannot
wait to see them transform into confident and educated young women.

Out of all the advertising methods used by PROJECT-E,
the posters seemed most effective as many applicants reported that they had read about the scholarships on the streets. Once the application deadline
passed a total of 74 applications were invited to visit
the Hospitality Institute. After the applications had
been processed, 56 applicants completed an English
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

STRATEGY WEEKEND
VIENNA 2016
Written by Carly Seedall.

During the beginning of January 2016 (exact date?),
PROJECT-E’s first bi-annual meeting of the year took
place in Vienna. The weekend began with a short review of 2015, in which each department presented
the developments they had made in the previous
months as well as their plans and projects for the
coming months. Following these presentations, the
first workshop sought to redesign the internal team
structure. During the workshop, an organogram was
created which delineated the responsibilities of each
member. Additional workshops centered on improving communication and collaboration between the
various teams within the organization.

After the workshops, subsequent discussions covered fundraising activities to take place in the coming
months. Furthermore, potential PR campaigns aimed
at allowing PROJECT-E to strengthen its presence in various media channels and among different foundations and branches within the donor community were
addressed. Afterwards, concrete deadlines for 2016
and elections for the department heads and the management board were ironed out. Lastly, the strategy
weekend ended with some team building in the local
ice skating arena.
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NEW LOOK
Written by Carly Seedall.

In 2016, PROJECT-E undertook a complete revamping
of its image. Headed by the Public Relations team,
a new website design featuring a simple, professional, and visually appealing layout was successfully
created. After determining the structure and arrangement of the new site, the team made sure to
smooth out minor technical difficulties to ensure easy
navigation for its visitors. Accompanying the new
website, PROJECT-E’s newsletter also received a new
look. In addition, a special emphasis was placed on
gaining a bigger following through redesigning PROJECT-E’s social media accounts.
An Instagram account for sharing photos was
created, and the posts have thus far proven to be
popular and have attracted a wide variety of fol-
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lowers. Also, a new LinkedIn profile has established
PROJECT-E in the professional world, allowing for new
networking opportunities. In 2016, PROJECT-E was able
to completely recreate its corporate identity.
A new logo featuring a consistent color scheme now
appears on all PROJECT-E’s print and digital publications as well as in social media. New business cards,
T-Shirts, and the website all showcase this logo and
have provided a sense of continuity across all of its
PR platforms.

ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

BETTERPLACE
SPONSORSHIP
Written by Karl von Ritter.

Results from Betterplace, Sponsorship Program and
Alternative Donation Approaches
secretary school. We are proud of our 100% employment rate of all our graduates. For our
current students at the Hospitality Institute,
a total of eleven generous donors have taken over
asponsorship. They make a significant contribution
to the training of their scholarship holders. Since we
have not yet reached our goal of finding a sponsor
for every student, we are still looking for ways to promote the sponsorship program more effectively. The
sponsorship program has a new leader since February 2017. Augustin Spiegelfeld has taken over the entire organization and will be available for all questions
via e-mail patenschaft@project-e.eu in the future.

The internet platform Betterplace (https://www.
betterplace.org/en/projects/28849-hotelfachausbildung-fur-junge-athiopische-frauen)
has
been
offering us a very reliable and safe way to collect
donations for years. At the same time, this type of
donation is very convenient for our donors. The Betterplace donation form can be filled out directly on
our website. Betterplace will automatically send you
a donationreceipt as a donor and will forward your
donation to us. 100%, without any charges. At the
same time,Betterplace offers the possibility to follow
our project. Current reports are published regularly.
In thefuture, we want to expand the collaboration so
that Betterplace publishes our newsletter on their socialmedia channels as well. Overall, this type of single
donation was the most popular among our privatedonors during the last year.

Since last year, we have started to put donation
boxes in our neighborhood stores. Of course, it is
achallenge to convince shopkeepers. In addition to
smaller donations of the bill of exchange, we hope,
ofcourse, to achieve some PR by this action. We
are working intensively on partnerships with hotels
or companies. Under the keyword «SocialCorporate
Responsibility», we want to find partners who support
us. For the year 2017 we hope to achieve our first successes in this area.

At the end of July, another group of young women
successfully completed the secretary school. This
wasthe last group of our previous project, which still
had active sponsorships. The secretary school will, of
course, continue in operation, managed by our local partner Selam Children Village. However, we are
nolonger providing sponsorships. We thank all donors
who made possible the great success of the
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PRESS ACTIVITIES
2016
Written by Carmen Bratic.

Overview of Our Press Activities
In order to raise awareness about the situation in
Ethiopia and our project geared towards education,
we are trying to consintently report about PROJECT-E
in newspaper articles and blogs. Last year we were
able show a lot of presence in the media.
In January 2016, the article „PROJECT-E: “It is not just
about hospitality and cleaning kitchens“ appeared
in the Ethiopian IT luxury lifestyle magazine and describes the concrete curriculum, the daily routine in
the school and the basic ideas of the project.
In June, three articles about PROJECT-E were published.
Two of them were based on a cooperation with
Volvic. « PROJECT-E – Eine Herzensangelegenheit, die
Zukunft schafft» and „Von Studenten für Studenten PROJECT-E ermutigt äthiopische Frauen ihren eigenen
Weg zu gehen“ were part of the Volvic campaign
#BeUnstoppable. MICE gave an overview about the
project’s success story in the its newsletter.
In July, The Culture Magazine Africa described in the
article «PROJECT-E gives life a new meaning», in which
way the life of the students has changed and the
Ethiopian What’s out Magazine wrote about us in the
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article «PROJECT–E changing girls’ lives“. The communion letter of the Christ Church of Othmarschen from
August 2016 told our story in an article with the title «PROJECT-E Entwicklungshilfe von Studenten für Studenten“. „Bielerin fördert junge Frauen in Äthiopien
Bildungsprojekt“ was published a little later and is providing insights into the motivation of Livia Röthlisberger, our country representative, and her local activities. To start our cooperation with Visit.org, the article
«Addis Ababa Food Tour: Discover Ethiopian Culture
& Coffee» was also published in September and offers interested tourists the possibility to book a tour in
the Hospitality Institute on expedia.com and on their
homepage. So the tourists are able to experience a
traditional coffee ceremony or learn the basics of the
Amharic language for example.
In October, Die Hauptrolle published an article with
the the title «PROJECT-E wants you!» and reported
about the opportunity to volunteer with us. Due to the
publicity received in 2016, we are highly motivated
to continue expanding our public relations network
in 2017.

AIMS & GOALS
FOR 2017
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AIMS & GOALS FOR 2017

Written by Nadja Frercksen.

Planning of Cost Recovery Activities

Add Hotel Operation Level 3 to Our Curriculum

In order to ensure the financial sustainability of our
project we aim at partial financing through a local
cost recovery measure. We have established this
before in our first project and the overall goal has
not changed since then: gaining some financial independence from European donations. A team of
local and international volunteers will work on ideas
and concrete proposals on how to generate some
money in the context of our existing competences.
The example of the “Professional Development Program“ which we set up in our Secretarial Science
College shows that an income-generating activity
(IGA) does not only contribute financially support
our vocational institute but also satisfy specific market needs. The positive feedback regarding this IGA
activity at our former college and the lessons learnt
from it will contribute to the brainstorming and discussions concerning a new cost recovery idea. We are
excited for the developments that the year of 2017
will bring and we are positive that we will meet the
upcoming challenges together.

Besides possible extensions of our staff members, we
plan to set the organisational groundwork to expand
our offered educational levels. Currently, we train our
students in Hotel Operations Level 1 and 2 but we aim
at offering Level 3 in the same two-year-timeframe.
Even with an additional educational level we would
still offer an extraordinary comprehensive training
that would not be shortened in terms of extra-curricular activities or internships.

A New Communication Platform, a Better PROJECT-E
One of the goals of Project-E for 2017 is a full integration to Office 365 application. This technical integration will allow the organization to utilize the features
of the professional applications and services of Office 365 for better communication and organization.
The aim is to increase work and time management
efficiency with using team-integration platforms such
as Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft SharePoint,
Microsoft Dynamics, Microsoft Planner and Tasks, and
many more. This process will also replace different
email and organization platforms the organization
uses now, with a fully-connected platform saving a
gread deal of time and effort. This transformation was
made possible with the great help and support of Microsoft Philanthropies and Microsoft Product Donation programs.
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Team Organisation in Europe
Our team in Europe consists of about 15 voluntary
members, living in different European countries and
communicating mostly online via email or internet
calls. They all come from various educational backgrounds and everyone has his or her own motivation
to spend a part of their free time working for PROJECT-E.
In order to make the most of our time and to use the
man and women power we have as efficient as possible, we aim at looking for more concrete new team
member competences such as IT and website management or graphic design. This is a special aim for the
upcoming year as we expect quite some members
to leave the project after many years of hard work
and dedication to PROJECT-E.

FINANCIAL
REPORT 2016
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
Written by Carina Herbers.

Germany (PROJECT-E Germany e.V.)
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Austria (PROJECT-E - für Ausbildung in Entwicklungsländern)
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CONTACT DETAILS
CONTACT DETAILS & IMPRINT
PROJECT-E Germany e.V.
Guido- Schmitt- Weg 3
69126 Heidelberg
GLS Bank
IBAN: DE19 4306 0967 6029 5779 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS
PROJECT-E Austria
Neustiftgasse 14/19
1070 Wien
Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen
IBAN: AT39 2011 1288 6090 9400
Swift: GIBAATWW
PROJECT-E Education in Ethiopia
Im Wiesengrund 12
8700 Küsnacht
AEK BANK 1826 Genossenschaft
IBAN: CH97 0870 4048 0904 0014 5
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